


BASICS
EABA is a six-attribute system, with
adventurers built from three separate 
pools of points, one for attributes(A), 
one for skills(S) and optionally one for powers
(P). The ‘power level’ of a campaign determines
how many of each type you get to build an
adventurer with. You may also take on ‘traits’,
which either give you extra points, cost some
of your points, or possibly both.

points
power level attribute skill power traits
low normal 30A 5S 0P ≤9
normal 35A 10S 0P ≤11
heroic 40A 15S 5P ≤15
grand heroic 50A 20S 10P ≤20
superheroic 65A 25S 30P ≤30
grand superher. 85A 35S 60P ≤45

Points for powers are always optional. Not all
campaigns will include paranormal powers.

ATTRIBUTES
The six attributes that are used for 
an EABA adventurer are:

Strength - muscles, pure and simple
Agility - hand/eye coordination and balance
Awareness - cognition and perception
Will - charisma and force/strength of character
Health - stamina, recuperation and speed
Fate - luck and possibly magical potential

There are ways to break each of these down
into separate functions, but that is a advanced
topic and is handled in the core rules.

• Each point of an attribute rating costs 1A

So, a Strength of 8 costs 8A. For human-level
characters, an attribute cannot be higher than
12. In general, no attribute can be more than
3 points difference from the next closest one.

If you have an attribute at 12, your next lowest  
attribute has to be at least at 9.

Sometimes ‘enough’ is also ‘too much’. The

core rules for EABA are like everything an army

needs to go on campaign with. And that is

great...if you need to do everything an army

needs to do. Sometimes you just need a small

commando raid, and take only what you need for

the job at hand. That is what this streamlined set

of rules are for. It is most of what players need

for characters, combat and an introduction to the

EABA system, a handout the gamemaster can

give to any player who does not want or need a

full copy of the rules.

WHAT IS EABA?
EABA (pronounced ee-buh) is a 
technological evolution of the role-
playing game. We’re staying away 
from fancy and simply working on the
play and functionality, a system of rules that
can be adjusted to match the level of ‘reality’
you want and the detail you need. Right now,
these quickstart rules are optimized for print,
desktop/laptop and iPad use, but most of the
fancy bits work on Android systems as well, if
you have a capable enough device and app.
Read the sticky notes for details. Right now
(early 2013), EABA is a is ahead of the tech
curve and only a handful of pdf apps outside of
Acrobat Reader can do the fancy bits, but the
core system is still the main reason why you
would use EABA, and that can be read by just
about any pdf application.
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dodge - This is a value of 2 for each full 3
points in your Agility. Dodge is something you
may apply in combat to reduce the chance of
someone hitting you, but it also reduces your
chance of hitting anyone else.

If you have an Agility of 6, you have Dodge of 4.

spot - This is simply the die roll for your
Awareness and represents your ability to see
or hear things.

If you have an Awareness of 9, you have a Spot 
roll of 3d+0.

toughness - This represents your ability to
ignore non-lethal damage, and has a value of
1 for each full 3 points in your Will.

If you have a Will of 9, you have a Toughness 
of 3. An attack that did 5 points of non-lethal 
damage would only do 2 hits to you.

Your attributes are the foundation for skill rolls.
For raw use of an attribute, you get a roll of 1
six-sided die for each 3 points in the attribute,
and +1 or +2 for leftover points. Since EABA
rolls are all six-sided dice, we just note rolls 
in a form like 3d+2, where the first number 
is the dice rolled, and the second is any
remainder added to the total.

An Agility of 8 has a raw Agility roll of 2d+2. You
mark it down as both values.

If you are trying to use
an attribute for a
skilled task and do not
have that skill, you
take a one die penalty on the attribute roll. 

An Agility of 8 has a roll of 1d+2 for tasks where
you lack the appropriate skill. You can try, you 
just are not very good at it.

Sometimes doing a task without having a skill
is not possible. You might be able to drive a
car using just raw Agility, but you cannot land
a jet on a carrier without some actual skill.

Having a skill lets you avoid this penalty and
may add dice to your effective attribute roll for
that task. We will get to that in a minute.

Secondary Attributes
The six attributes generate secondary qualities
for your adventurer. Read this section, then fill
in the appropriate amounts on the adventurer
sheet. Advanced adventurers can have more
than this short list.

strike damage - This is the die roll for your
Strength, minus one die. It represents how
hard you punch and is the basis for how much
damage you do with melee weapons.

If you have a strike damage of 1d+0, then a 
weapon doing strike+1 rolls 1d+1 for damage 
when you are using it.
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SKILLS
Skills are training that you have 
applied to enhance your ability to 
use an attribute in a particular way. 
Knowing how to drive a car is a skill that
enhances your Agility roll. Knowing a foreign
language is a skill that enhances your
Awareness roll.

As mentioned earlier, trying to do a skilled 
task without the skill, if it is even possible, is a
one die penalty on that attribute roll. You can
offset this penalty for 1S applied to a skill, and
increase it by spending twice the dice bonus
you want in S, up to a maximum bonus of the
full dice in that attribute roll.

skill bonus +0d +1d +2d +3d
cost 1S 2S 4S 6S

If you have an Agility of 7, you have an Agility 
roll of 2d+1. The maximum skill bonus you can 
buy for an Agility skill is +2d, which would give 
you a ‘skill roll’ of 4d+1 and cost you 4S.

You cannot spend more points on a skill than
the rest of your skills combined, and a starting
adventurer can have no more than ten bought
skills. A skill roll of 4d+0 is the minimum to be
considered ‘professional’ at a task.

Adjustments
Even for this simple version of EABA, there are
some extra things you can apply to your skill
purchases.

free skills - At no cost, adventurers have 
fluency in their native language at +0d (with
literacy if appropriate), a +0d knowledge of
their native culture, a +0d skill in something 
appropriate to that culture and a +0d skill
related to knowing the local area where they
grew up.

A modern American might have +0d fluency in 
English, +0d in ‘modern American culture’, +0d in 
‘automobile driving’ and +0d area knowledge of 
‘the town I grew up in’.

walk - Your walk rate is a value of 1 for each
full 3 points in Health, then add 2. Your Run
rate is 2 more than this and your Sprint rate is
4 more than this.

If you have a Health of 6, you have a Walk of +4, 
a Run of +6 and a Sprint of +8.

recovery - This represents your recovery from
exhaustion or injury, and has a value of half
your Health (round down), minus 4.

For a Health of 8, you have a Recovery of +0.

luck - This is your ability to twist fate to your
liking and is really just a way for players to get
themselves out of bad situations. Your value in
this is just the roll for your Fate attribute. Fate
lets you adjust a roll by ±1d, or reroll 1d of a
roll, but you first have to roll vs. the lowest
number on the track below Fate. Any time you
use Fate, you mark off the lowest empty box.

Other
On the right side of the adventurer sheet are
some bookkeeping qualities that are based on
your attributes.

encumbrance - Each box has a small value in
it, like ‘Str-0’. Take your Strength, subtract the
listed amount and put the result in that box.
This is the weight level of stuff you can carry
before taking the listed penalty on your
actions. Encumbrance is an optional rule.

stamina - This represents your endurance.
Mark off any boxes that are greater than your
Health. Stamina is lost quickly and recovered
quickly. Using stamina is an optional rule.

hits - This is how much damage your body can
take. It is simply your Strength plus Health.
Mark off any of the hits boxes that are greater
than this total. If you take all your hits from
lethal damage, you die. If some of them are
non-lethal damage, you are knocked out, and
if you take half or more of your hits in one hit,
that body part is incapacitated.
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TRAITS
Traits are in many ways, as important 
as everything else put together. With
no traits, an adventurer is just a bundle 
of stats, no different than a unit being moved
around on a map or board game. You probably
already have some sort of personality in mind.
Traits just quantify this and try to reward you
for taking on ‘character’ that may make the
adventurer’s life a bit more difficult.

The full description of each trait is in the core
rules. A trait listed with a positive value gives
you points, and one with a negative value
costs you points. Most of the time, ones that
give you points are a liability and ones that
cost you points are an advantage. Age does
not count towards your point limit for traits.

points
trait attribute skill power any
advantages - - - -varies
age, adult +0A +0S - -
age, phys. prime +5A +3S - -
age, mature +0A +6S - -
age, middle-age -5A +9S - -
age, elderly -10A +12S - -
background - - - +1
boon/bane - - varies -
decreased hits - - - +1
enemies - - - +varies
experience - - - -1
favors - - - -1
forte -1A - - -
friends - - - - varies
increased hits - - - -1
larger than life - - -2P/-5P -
looks - ±1S - -
motivation - +1S - -
mythic archetype - - - special
neat trick - - - -1
organization - - - - varies
permits - -1S - -
personality - - - +varies
poverty - - - +varies
secret - - - +varies
status - - - ±varies
unusual backgr. - - - -1
weakness +2A - - -
wealth - - - ±varies

Skill list
The descriptions of skills are in the core rules,
and the skill list for a particular gameworld will
usually have some customization (like ‘warp
drive physics’ for space opera or ‘necromancy’
for a fantasy setting). However, here is an
outline of generally useful skills.

Agility-based combat
archery blade brawling
club firearms heavy weapon
martial arts polearm sling
staff throwing wrestling

Agility-based transport
beast riding land vehicles water vehicles
air vehicles space vehicles

Agility-based other
climbing security syst. sleight of hand
stealth trades(pick one)

Awareness-based academic
chemistry history medicine
law sciences(pick one)
programming language(pick one)
psychology religion

Awareness-based magic
sorcery enchantment

Awareness-based other
armorer area knowledge(pick one)
bribery technician(pick one)
tracking diplomacy scrounging

Will-based other
leadership acting

Health-based other
running swimming carousing

Special(see core rules)
jack-of-all-trades hobbies
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THE SYSTEM
EABA runs as much as possible off a 
special type of six-sided die rolling, 
and uses real-world numbers that relate 
to each other on the EABA Universal Chart.

Difficulty
Most of the time a skilled or opposed task will
have a difficulty. This is just the number you
need to match or exceed with your die roll.
There are static difficulties, like range. The
range to a target generates a difficulty 
number. There is also opposed difficulty,
where you are competing against someone
else who has their own roll. To hit someone in
melee, your skill with a melee weapon has to
match or exceed a difficulty generated by your
opponent’s defensive skill use.

The maximum difficulty a normal human can
reach with any die roll is about 20.

Best Three
That’s all you really need to remember when
making an attribute or skill roll. Your total is
the sum of the best three die results, plus any
fractional bonuses. If you are rolling three or
less dice, you simply use all of them. You may
always sacrifice one die from a die roll (before
rolling) to count it as a +2 on the roll.  

If an adventurer has a Awareness roll of 2d+1
and is trying to spot something, they just roll 2d 
and add +1. If the dice came up ‘4’, ‘6’, the
total would be 11 (remember the +1). For a 
Firearms roll of 5d+0, you roll 5d and keep only 
the best three results. For instance, if you rolled 
‘2’, ‘3’, ‘5’, ‘4’, and ‘1’, you would keep the ‘3’, ‘5’, 
and ‘4’ for a total of 12. But before rolling, you 
could choose to sacrifice one die, and roll as if 
your adventurer’s skill was 4d+2 instead of 5d+0.

In game terms, if you are rolling more than 4d
and do not have a +1 or +2, it is usually to
your advantage to sacrifice a die, since you
only keep ‘best three’ anyway. For instance,
the average of 3d+2 is higher than the ‘best
three’ average of 4d+0.

STARTING GOODS
EABA tries to keep track of your 
adventurer’s finances in an abstract 
fashion. Adventurers have a ‘lifestyle’, 
a standard of living that they simply maintain
as a matter of course if they are employed. In
general, this number is equal to the full dice of
your best income-generating skill roll, minus
10. This the quickstart rules, do not worry
about it past that level of detail.

Any item whose use you have bought a skill in,
and whose cost level is equal or less than your
lifestyle rating, you are assumed to have or
can easily acquire at the start of play.

Finishing up
EABA is about the adventurer, adventures and
having fun. The stats and numbers are often
just a necessary evil. Before we get into the
actual system and rules, think about who the
adventurer really is. This would be the heart of
the Background, Motivation and Personality
traits you might have taken, but there are also
intangibles that you should be considering, just
to help you visualize the adventurer. What they
eat, what they wear, the place they live, the
circumstances of their childhood, how they
were educated, the people they know and are
known by, their public hopes, secret dreams,
that sort of thing. You do not have to figure all
this out right now, but it should be in your
mind the first few times you play, so that you
can make an adventurer that feels like part of
the world they are in.

If you actually want to use the quickstart rules
as the basis for adventurers, you will not be
able to apply many of the traits, since you do
not have their full description. But, all the
other players are in the same situation. The
gamemaster should let you have about half
the maximum allowed points from traits. Come
up with some ideas for the above background
material, and if you upgrade to the full version
of EABA, then figure out the traits you need to
get the points you have already spent.
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If your adventurer were carrying enough gear 
that they were taking a -1d penalty from their
encumbrance, then their default Agility roll would 
be reduced by -1d, but this would not penalize 
their Awareness rolls or their Will roll if they were 
trying to avoid being stunned.

The biggest thing that will add to dice you get
to roll is:

• spending extra time on a task

If you spend more than the minimum time
necessary for that type of action, you get a
bonus of the difference in time levels. So, if
something normally takes 1 minute and you
spend 2 minutes, you get a benefit of the 
difference. If you only spend half a minute,
you take a penalty of the difference...

Taking 2’s
This is the automatic success rule for single
tasks. If you pretend all the dice you would roll
(not just the ‘best three’) came up as ‘2’s’ and
you still match or exceed the difficulty of the
task, you automatically succeed. No roll is
required. This task may still take some time,
but the outcome is certain. Most casual tasks
real-world people do fall into this category.

You have a skill at picking locks of 4d+1 and the 
lock has a difficulty of 13. Your ‘taking 2’s’ roll 
would be 9 (2 for each die, +1). So, if you spend 
enough extra time for a +4 bonus, you can 
automatically succeed after that much time at 
the task. If you have a driving roll of 2d+1 and 
the difficulty of driving to work is 5, then you get 
to work each day without having to roll for it.

Outmatching
This is the automatic success rule for complex
or opposed tasks. If your die roll exceeds an
opponent’s by 2d or more, you win. It may
take a while, but the outcome is not in doubt.
A martial artist with a 6d+0 roll will beat a
martial artist with a 4d+0 roll every time. A
person with a 3d+0 Agility roll will always win
a complex test of dexterity against someone
with a 1d+0 roll.

Dice and levels
Almost every number in EABA can be 
represented as either a number or a die roll.
Each 3 points of something is worth 1d, and
remainders are +1 or +2. So, a Strength of 7
is also a Strength of 2d+1. Which value you
use depends on the situation. If you are trying
to lift something, you compare the value of 7
to the weight column on the Universal Chart.
If you are arm-wrestling someone, you roll
2d+1 and they roll the dice appropriate to
their Strength.

Things that adjust the number of dice you get
to roll generally turn amounts more than +2
into dice, each 3 points becoming +1d. So,
unless the rules say otherwise, you would
never roll 2d+1 with a +3 bonus as 2d+4.
Instead, it would be rolled as 3d+1. Likewise,
4d+0 with a -2 penalty would not be 4d-2, but
would be rolled as 3d+1.

Dice and penalties
There are two things that affect your chance of
success. The first is the difficulty of the task,
and the second is the number of dice you get
to roll. In general, things that affect everyone
affect the difficulty, and things that only affect
you affect the dice you get to roll. This is an
important distinction. Even an easy task might
be impossible if you have no dice left to roll!

Smoke in the air might increase the difficulty
for you to shoot a distant target. It affects
everyone. A sucking chest wound decreases
the dice you get to roll. It only affects you.

The things that will most commonly reduce the
dice you get to roll are:

• penalties for doing multiple actions
• encumbrance
• injury or exhaustion

Damage penalties generally affect all skill or
Attribute rolls, but penalties may be limited in
scope, and this is a gamemaster call if there is
any question. 
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EABA Universal Chart
level mass dist. time money qty. turn
-12 .8kg - - 15Cr -
-11 1kg - - 22Cr -
-10 1.3kg - - 30Cr -
-9 1.6kg - - 45Cr -
-8 2kg - - 65Cr -
-7 2.5kg - - 90Cr -
-6 3kg - - 125Cr -
-5 4kg - - 175Cr -
-4 5kg - - 250Cr -
-3 6kg .1m - 350Cr -
-2 8kg - - 500Cr x.5
-1 10kg .3m - 700Cr x.7
+0 13kg 1s 1KCr x1 +0
+1 16kg .5m 1.4s 1.4KCr x1.5
+2 20kg .7m 2s 2KCr x2 +2
+3 25kg 1m 3s 2.8KCr x3
+4 32kg 1.4m 4s 4KCr x4 +4
+5 40kg 2m 6s 5.6KCr x6
+6 50kg 3m 8s 8KCr x8 +6
+7 65kg 4m 11s 11KCr x11
+8 80kg 6m 15s 16KCr x15 +8
+9 100kg 8m 23s 23KCr x23
+10 125kg 11m 30s 32KCr x30 +10
+11 160kg 16m 45s 45KCr x45
+12 200kg 23m 1m 64KCr x60 +12
+13 250kg 32m 1.4m 90KCr x90
+14 320kg 45m 2m 125KCr x125 +14
+15 400kg 65m 3m 175KCr x175
+16 500kg 90m 4m 250KCr x250 +16
+17 640kg 125m 6m 350KCr x350
+18 800kg 175m 8m 500KCr x500 +18
+19 1.0 tons 250m 11m 700KCr x700
+20 1.3 tons 350m 15m 1MCr x1000
+21 1.6 tons 500m 23m 1.4MCr x1400
+22 2.0 tons 700m 30m 2MCr x2000
+23 2.5 tons 1km 45m 2.8MCr x2800
+24 3.2 tons 1.4km 1h 4MCr x4000
+25 4.0 tons 2km 1.4h 5.6MCr x5600
+26 5.1 tons 2.8km 2h 8MCr x8000
+27 6.4 tons 4km 3h 11MCr x11k
+28 8.1 tons 5.6km 4h 16MCr x16k
+29 10.2 tons 8km 6h 23MCr x25k
+30 12.5 tons 11km 8h 32MCr x32k
+31 16 tons 16km 11h 45MCr x45k
+32 20 tons 23km 16h 64MCr x64k
+33 25 tons 32km 1d 90MCr x90k
+34 32 tons 45km 1.5d 125MCr x125k

EABA Universal Chart
A chunk of the chart is to the left, and this is
the heart of figuring ‘real-world’ intractions in
EABA. The left-most column is the ‘level’ 
column. Whenever a game quantity has the
word ‘level’ associated with it, it means this
value as associated with a particular column.

A time level of +12 is a value of 1 minute. A time 
of 1 minute is a time level of +12. The +12 row 
corresponds with the value in each column on the 
Universal Chart, so a level of +12 is a time of 1 
minute, but it is also a quantity of x60 and a 
distance of 23 meters.

What makes the Universal Chart useful is that
you can compare levels to do ‘game math’. For
instance, take a distance level and a time
level. Add them together. The result on the
distance column is how far you went. 

If your adventurer has a walk level of +3 and 
walks for an hour (a time level of +24), this
means they have walked a distance level of +27 
(4 kilometers).

If your adventurer is getting paid 45,000 Credits
a year (money level of +11), then if you subtract 
a quantity level for a year’s worth of days (x350 
is a quantity level of +17), this leaves you with a
daily equivalent pay of -6 (125 Credits).

If you have an Awareness of +10, you can skim 
over an information content of +22 (2000 words)
in a time level of +12 (1 minute).

If you are pumping a unit of water per second, 
then in a time level of +33 (1 day) you will have 
pumped 90,000 units (quantity of +33).

A range level of +12 against a target that has a 
movement penalty of +4 means your difficulty to 
hit is a 16 or better. 

Anything on the chart you do not understand
at this point will be covered later, we just want
you to have the basics.
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What you do
This can be just about anything from yelling
‘duck!’ to playing a concerto. But, in game
terms, what you do is either a ‘minor action’ or
a ‘major action’. In terms of when you do them
in a turn, you can usually do one minor action
and one major action at the same time, in the
order you want (counts as one major action).

minor actions
moving your walk distance or less
talking
aiming a weapon (takes at least +2 time)
adjusting a weapon (like cocking it)
blocking or parrying an attack

major actions
making an attack
moving more than your walk distance (moving your
sprint distance counts as 2 major actions)
doing any sort of complex skill
reloading or drawing a weapon

You get one ‘free’ action per turn, that is, a
major or minor action with no prior action
penalty. Each action after the first gets a -1
penalty for each prior minor action and -3 for
each prior major action. Each point of penalty
subtracts from what you get to roll, not the
amount rolled, so each -3 is -1d to your roll.

If you shoot, then walk as a combination of a 
minor and major action, any Agility roll you might 
have to make while walking gets a -3 penalty 
because you did the major action (shooting) first. 
If you walk, then shoot, your shooting gets a 
-1 penalty because you did the minor action 
(walking) first plus any difficulty increase in from
the distance moved. If you shoot three times, 
your first shot has no penalty, the second is at -3, 
the third is at -6, the fourth is at -9, and so on.

Eventually, the penalties on your actions are
such that you cannot succeed at further
actions and this is where the turn ends.

If you have a pistol skill roll of 3d+0 and you are
losing -3d for a -9 penalty, there is no point in 
wasting ammunition.

COMBAT
Combat in EABA breaks down into 
three things, who goes first, what 
you do and in what order, and how 
much it hurts. How complicated you want to
make this is exactly up to you.

Who goes first
This is called ‘Initiative’. Everyone in a combat
chooses a number from zero up to their Agility.
This is done secretly and revealed all at once.
You usually do this by hiding a die behind your
hand or a number of tokens in your hand.

Whoever has the highest initiative total goes
first, with ties going in order of actual Agility 
or at the same time. Everyone else acts in
initiative order. Depending on the gamemaster,
players can do all their actions and then pass
to the next player (AA,BB,CC), or everyone
can do one action in order of initiative and
then the sequence repeats until everyone has
decided they are done (ABC,ABC).

Now, the reason you do not automatically
declare your maximum initiative is simple. 
The amount you declare is a penalty on all
die rolls or tasks that could be affected by
haste. Your initiative is the extent you are 
willing to act hastily or without full preparation.
You really want to go first, accuracy be
damned!

If you have initiative and choose not to act,
you may ‘hold action’. This lets you declare
that you will act pre-emptively to things that
are about to happen, like “I am watching that
corner and if someone pops out to shoot at
me, I shoot at them first.”, or “If I think the
guard is going to shoot me, I try to kick the
gun out of his hand before he fires.” Held
actions are usually simple, fast actions. If you
hold action from the end of one turn to the
next, you get +2 initiative on the next turn at
no penalty to yourself.
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Quantity
As important as turn mod is the notion of what
‘an action’ consists of. Applying turn mod to an
action means ‘I am spending more time doing
this action.’ If that action is one that uses stuff
up, you use up more of it. An obvious non-
combat case would be driving. The longer the
car is running, the more gas it uses.

In combat, the longer you spend shooting, the
more bullets you use. If you apply turn mod to
a shooting action, it usually means you are
shooting more, not that you are spending a lot
of time trying to make one shot. If an action
using more than one item like a bullet or arrow
succeeds, you get an extra hit for each 2
points you made the roll by, up to a maximum
of the shots fired.

You cannot apply more turn mod to an action
that uses something up than you have in the
quantity column for that item.

A quantity of x15 on the Universal Chart is a
quantity level of +8. So, if your gun has a 15 
round clip, the maximum turn mod you can use 
with a fully loaded clip is +8. And if you use +8 
turn mod, it means when you are done, the 
weapon is empty and has to be reloaded.

You can use as much or as little turn mod as
you want on something that uses up supplies.
If you had +8 turn mod, you could spend +2
on each of four shooting actions, and each of
those shooting actions would use 2 bullets
(since a +2 turn mod is a quantity of x2).

This gives you the real world practicality of
worrying about running out of ammo in a 
firefight. Your action on a turn is your intent,
and that intent can involve lots of trigger pulls.

And if you do not want to use the expanding
turn system, you can set the default turn and
turn mod to anything you want.

If you want a fantasy campaign with 6 second 
turns, that’s a time level of +5, so you just say 
everyone gets a +5 to spread around each turn.

Turn mod
EABA can be run on a traditional ‘one turn or
round is X seconds long’ model, but that is not
the default.

The EABA combat scale is not linear. Each turn
is twice as long as the one before it. The first
turn is a time level of +0 (1 second). The 
second turn is a time level of +2 (2 seconds),
and so on, going up by +2 each turn up to a
maximum time level of +18 (8 minutes). This
is the ‘turn’ column on the Universal Chart.

This time level is the ‘turn mod’, and is a
bonus that you can apply to one or more
actions on your turn. For instance, if you have
a +4 turn mod (representing a 4 second turn),
then you can do a major action like shooting,
and then use +3 of your turn mod to offset the
-3 penalty for a second major action, taking a
second shot at no penalty. Or, you could just
apply a +4 bonus to your skill roll for the first
shot. Or, you could apply +1 to your first shot
and +3 to your walk distance.

You get to spread your available turn mod
around any way you want it. The important
limit is that if a skill has a long default time to
get it done, you use time to reach the default,
and only get the benefit of a turn mod that is
longer than the minimum time needed to use
the skill.

If a task has a default time of 15 seconds to
complete, it costs you no turn mod to spend 15
seconds doing it, nor can you spend any turn 
mod to improve your chances. But if you spend
30 seconds on the task, this is +2 time over the
default and so you can use +2 turn mod on it. If 
you only spent 8 seconds on the task, this is -2 
time off the default, so you would get a -2 on the 
task. You would not gain any turn mod by doing 
this, you just take less time than normal.

Tasks that take a long time can be split over
multiple turns to get the total time required,
and only count as one long action.
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• half (round up) the distance level for the total of
(how much you have moved in meters plus how
much they have moved). If someone has not
moved yet this turn, use their speed from the
previous turn. If the firer is moving at all, there is
a minimum +1 to the difficulty.

• any Dodge the target is using. Remember that
Dodge is only full against attacks you can see
coming and usually against one attacker at most.
Otherwise it is halved (rounding up).

• any situational modifiers based on external
conditions. Is the target partially obscured and
hard to get a clear shot at?

This total or better is what you need to get on
the adjusted skill roll you have for that ranged
weapon. If you succeed, you get one hit. If
you fail, you miss. Because of turn mod, one
attack could be one shot or several shots, but
if it is one attack, you can get one hit.

If you have sufficient ammunition, you can
easily take several major actions with a ranged
weapon in later rounds of a combat, and each
of these actions can expend several shots.

Aiming
Ranged weapons have a special stat called
Accuracy. If you aim a weapon (minor action)
before firing, you can subtract the Accuracy of
the weapon from the difficulty for range, down
to a minimum difficulty for range of zero. If
you have an extra bracing point for aiming, the
Accuracy is improved by 1, like using both
hands with a pistol or having a bipod for a
rifle. You may spend up to +8 time aiming
(total of 15 seconds) and each +2 either adds
to your skill or improves your Accuracy by 1.
Reducing the difficulty means you can hit at
ranges beyond the difficulty you could normally
reach with a ‘best 3’ roll.

However, aiming takes +2 time (it takes time
to aim). So, you cannot aim and fire on the
first turn, since the first turn has a turn mod of
+0. Basic aiming gives no skill benefit, just the
difficulty reduction on range. 

Ranged combat
This is most often weapons, but could also be
paranormal powers or thrown objects. They
are generally handled the same way. Figure
out the following:

in your favor:
+whatever your base skill roll is
+how much turn mod you will apply to the attack, 

but no higher than the quantity level for your 
ammunition supply

against your favor:
- any Initiative you declared
- any Dodge amount you declared
- any penalty for previous major or minor actions
- any penalty for injuries
- any penalty for encumbrance

What this gives you is your adjusted skill roll,
which is your base skill roll, plus or minus 
anything affecting how many dice you roll.

You have a skill of 4d+0, and a usable turn mod 
of +6. If you use +4 of your turn mod on the 
attack, your adjusted skill is (4d+0 skill, +4 turn 
mod) = an adjusted skill roll of 5d+1. Note how 
we use dice and fixed bonuses interchangeably, 
turning the +4 turn mod into a 1d+1 bonus.

You will be rolling your adjusted skill dice
against the difficulty, which is the sum of:

• the range level to the target. Round the distance
in meters down to the next lowest range level.

• the size level of the target. If you are aiming at a
person, the size level is just +0. If you are trying
to hit a specific part of a person, it is
harder. This is a ‘called shot’. You
can do this in melee as well. You
simply adjust the difficulty:

location difficulty
torso +2
leg +3
arm +4
head +6
hand +8
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Whoever has the higher initiative may choose
who rolls first. This is important because one
person could theoretically ‘take 2’s’ to match
the opposing difficulty. The base defense for a
person is very easy(3), plus any Dodge they
are using, and if they use a skill to defend,
their total defense is their skill roll plus their
Dodge.

When you attack, you are either going to get a
clean hit, a clean miss, or a miss because of a
block or parry. This allows you to judge any
combat effects that are related to whether you
actually hit the other person.

You have a base defense of 7 (very easy(3) and
you Dodged for 4, and you roll a total defense of 
14 while declaring a block. If the person attacking 
you rolls a 14 or more, they hit you. If they roll a 
7 through 13, you block the attack, and if they 
roll a 6 or less they miss you completely.

A parry acts the same as a block, but deflects
the attack rather than stopping it. This would
be used if you had a flimsy shield, were trying
to defend against a heavy weapon with a light
one, or were trying to deflect a lethal weapon
with your bare hands (you deflect the weapon
hand rather than the weapon itself). Some
armors may be good at deflecting melee
attacks and will give the wearer an inherent
bonus to their parrying attempts or to their
base defense even if not defending.

Remember that while you may make multiple
melee attacks in a turn, each one is a separate
major action and each one can only get one
hit. Similarly, you can make as many defensive
rolls as needed, but each is a minor action, so
each one after the first takes a -1 penalty.

Stamina use
As an optional rule, combat of any kind can
wear you down. The turn mod you use on
melee combat or movement faster than your
Walk rate is taken from your Stamina. If you
run out, you take 1 non-lethal hit and then
reset your Stamina back to full.

Melee combat
Melee combat includes unarmed combat like
brawling or martial arts, or use of any weapon
or power that needs to strike an opponent by
getting past their skill with a melee combat
form. These different sorts of attacks may
have different rules for specific aspects of how
they work, but all melee combat operates on
the same basic principles.

in your favor:
+whatever your base skill roll is
+how much turn mod you will apply to the attack
against your favor:
- any Initiative you declared
- any Dodge amount you declared
- any penalty for previous major or minor actions
- any penalty for injuries
- any penalty for encumbrance

What this gives you is your adjusted skill roll,
which is your base skill roll, plus or minus 
anything affecting how many dice you roll. You
will be rolling your adjusted skill dice against
the difficulty, which is:

in their favor:
+whatever their base skill roll is
+how much turn mod they will apply to defense
+any bonus they might get from a shield/armor
against their favor:
- any Initiative they declared
- any Dodge amount they declared against you

(halved if not declared against you)
- any penalty for previous major or minor actions
- any penalty for injuries
- any penalty for encumbrance
- an additional -3 if they are declaring a parry

Melee combat is an opposed skill roll. When it
is your turn to act, you make an attack roll as
a major action that tries to match or beat their
block or parry roll (which is a minor action for
them). Their defense is a reaction and it does
not have to be their turn to act in order to try
to block or parry your attack. A block is done
at no additional penalty, and a parry is at a -3
on your normal skill roll.
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DAMAGE
Otherwise known as ‘how much it 
hurts’. Your adventurer sheet has a 
track for your hits on the right-hand 
side. Hits come in two flavors: lethal and non-
lethal. Lethal is anything that breaks things or
makes you bleed. Non-lethal is things that
bruise you but heal up quickly. The total
amount of non-lethal damage you take from a
single hit is reduced by your Toughness. So
you can be hit for a small amount of damage
and end up taking nothing.

Weapons either do lethal damage, non-lethal
damage or half-lethal damage. The latter is
something like heavy blunt weapons. When a
half-lethal attack does damage, you mark all
hits done by that attack (including blunt 
trauma) as non-lethal, then upgrade half of
them (round down) to lethal hits.

Damage taken is a notation of   
‘ ’ and ‘ ’ marks. A ‘ ’ mark 
indicates a non-lethal hit, and an 
‘ ’ mark indicates a lethal hit. You 
start at the top of the track and 
work your way down.

This adventurer has taken 2 lethal 
hits and 3 non-lethal ones.

The three most important things 
to remember are:

one: if lethal and non-lethal 
damage is dealt by the same
attack, mark non-lethal hits first.

If a hit did 5 points of non-lethal damage and 2 
points of lethal damage at the same time, you 
mark five ‘ ’ and then turn two of them into ‘ ’.

two: If you take more non-lethal hits than you
have, the remainder counts as lethal hits.

three: you always mark lethal hits on top of
existing non-lethal ones (turning into an ),
starting at the top of the damage track and
working your way down.

ARMOR
Before we get to damage, let’s deal 
with how to stop it. Weapons have a 
damage in dice, like a 9mm pistol 
probably has a damage of 2d+1 in lethal 
damage. Armor also has a rating in dice. In
the simplest application of armor, you just 
subtract one from the other, then roll any
remainder to see how many hits are done.

Note that you do not roll damage, then roll
armor. You just compare the dice ratings and
roll the difference.

A 3d+1 attack hitting a 2d+0 armor means that
1d+1 got through the armor. So, you roll 1d+1 
and see how many hits it did.

If armor amounts are inconvenient for this
purpose, you just convert them into levels,
then convert them back.

A 3d+0 attack hitting a 1d+2 armor means that
an attack of +9 hit a defense of +5, leaving +4, 
which is 1d+1.

In a more advanced sense, armor is either
rigid or flexible. Flexible armors transmit 2
non-lethal hits of damage for each full 1d of
attack stopped by armor. Rigid armors transmit
1 non-lethal hit for each full 1d of attack
stopped by armor. Note that this blunt trauma
does not care about the original damage type,
only that the damage has physical force.

A 2d+0 lethal attack hitting a 1d+0 flexible armor
means that 1d+0 lethal damage gets through 
and 2 non-lethal hits get through. If the attack
were 2d+0 non-lethal, then 1d+0 non-lethal gets 
through and 2 non-lethal hits get through, for a 
total of one hit doing 1d+2 non-lethal damage.

Rigid armors are generally more obvious, more
likely to restrict movement and often have to
be worn outside of clothing, while flexible
armors are more concealable but transmit
more blunt trauma.
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Reduction of damage applies after all other
effects. Generally, you handle damage taken 
in this order: 

1. ±hit location effects
2. roll damage dice
3. then apply injury-based reduction effects

You have been injured to where you are at -1d 
action penalty on your hits track, and take a 
bullet to the arm for 2d+1 damage.

1. Subtract 1d from this because it is an arm
hit, so the attack does 1d+1

2. Roll 1d+1 for damage, for a result of from
2 to 7 hits

3. Subtract 3 from the damage because you
are at -1d on the hits track, with minimum
of 1 hit lost

So, in this case you would take from 1 to 4 more 
hits from that attack. If the hit had been to your 
torso, there would be no location penalty and you 
would have taken from 2 to 7 hits, and if it had 
been to the head there would be a +3 to damage 
and you would have taken from 5 to 10 hits.

Recovery
Basic recovery is pretty
simple. If you are 
resting, when your
Recovery stat plus the
time level equals +20,
you get back all lost
Stamina and 1 non-
lethal hit. When your
Recovery stat plus the
time level equals +32,
you get back 1 lethal
hit.

And that should be all
you need to get started
with EABA. Try it out,
and if you like it, then
upgrade to the full rules!

Hit location
If you are not aiming for something specific,
then you are trying to hit ‘the middle’ of 
the target. And since this is where a lot of
important bits are, this usually works. In this
case, any torso armor will be what is counted
against the attack. 

Or, you can use randomly rolled hit locations
or called shots. This is not an advanced rule,
it’s just an option you may want to try at some
point. In the case of a called shot, if you hit,
then you hit in the spot you aimed for. If it is a
random hit location, roll 3d+0:

roll(3d) location after armor effect
3-6 head +3, max of 6d
7-8 arms -3, max of 2d
9-12 body +0, max of 4d
13-18 legs -3, max of 2d

The ‘after armor effect’ means the damage
type that is largest (ties to non-lethal) is
adjusted by that amount after  defenses are
penetrated, plus there is a maximum you can
take from a hit. You apply hit location effects
before rolling damage. However, attacks
always do at least 1 hit if they penetrate
defenses. In the case of non-lethal damage,
the 1 hit can be reduced to zero by Toughness.

Damage effects
These are pretty simple. Whenever you mark
a or an through a box on your hits track
with something in it like ‘-1d’, almost all skill
and attribute rolls are reduced by that amount.
In addition (and this is very important), all
damage you take from that point is also
reduced by 3 for each -1d penalty. However,
you always take at least 1 lethal or non-lethal
hit for anything that gets through defenses 
or Toughness. If you take lethal and non-
lethal hits at the same time, the reduction is
proportionate to the damage done. Think of it
this way: If you get shot in the arm, getting
shot there again will not incapacitate it as
much as the first shot. You apply prior damage
effects after rolling the damage done.
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level time recovery
+18 8m +5
+19 11m
+20 15m +6
+21 23m
+22 30m +7
+23 45m
+24 1h +8
+25 1.4h
+26 2h +9
+27 3h
+28 4h +10
+29 6h
+30 8h +11
+31 11h
+32 16h +12
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 Primitive Era ranged weapons
name uses Acc damage shots held weight cost P armor hits notes
Medium bow arrow 0 1d+2 1 internal .5(-13) 125(-6) 2 1d+1 2 2h, minimum Str 7
Heavy bow arrow 1 2d+0 1 internal .7(-12) 250(-4) 2 1d+1 2 2h, minimum Str 9
Heavy crossbow+ quarrel 1 3d+0 1 internal 4.0(-5) 700(-1) 3 2d+2 3 2h, minimum Str 9

Basic Era ranged weapons
name uses Acc damage shots held weight cost P armor hits notes
Flintlock pistol+ 12mm ball 0 1d+2 1 internal 1.3(-10) 250(-4) 2 2d+0 2 unreliable(≤7)
Flintlock musket+ 19mm ball 1 3d+0 1 internal 4.0(-5) 700(-1) 4 2d+2 2 2h, unreliable(≤7)

Industrial Era ranged weapons
name uses Acc damage shots held weight cost P armor hits notes
Flintlock rifle- 12mm ball 3 3d+2 1 internal 4.0(-5) 2.0K(+2) 4 2d+2 2 2h, unreliable(≤7)
Heavy revolver 11mm bullet 1 2d+1 6 internal 1.6(-9) 350(-3) 2 1d+2 2
Repeating rifle 13mm bullet 3 3d+1 8 internal 3.0(-6) 1.4K(+1) 4 2d+2 2 2h

Atomic Era ranged weapons
name uses Acc damage shots held weight cost P armor hits notes
Semi-auto pistol 9mm bullet 1 2d+1 15 clip 1.0(-11) 350(-3) 1 1d+2 2
Heavy revolver 11mm bullet 1 3d+1 6 internal 1.3(-10) 500(-2) 1 2d+0 2
Submachinegun 9mm bullet 1 2d+2 32 clip 2.5(-7) 700(-1) 1 2d+1 2 2h, autofire
Assault rifle 7mm bullet 2 4d+2 25 clip 5.0(-4) 2.0K(+2) 3 2d+2 2 2h, autoburst
Heavy machinegun 13mm bullet 3 6d+2 125 ext. 125(+10) 16K(+8) 4 3d+1 7 2h, autofire, -1 init.

Post-Atomic Era ranged weapons
name uses Acc damage shots held weight cost P armor hits notes
Heavy revolver 11mm bullet 2 3d+2 6 internal 1.0(-11) 700(-1) 1 1d+2 2
Semi-auto pistol 6mm bullet 1 2d+2 25 clip 1.3(-11) 700(-1) 1 1d+2 2
Stunner(non-lethal) electricity 2 5d+0 11 clip .8(-12) 1.0K(+0) 2 1d+2 1 23m range, armor

stops all damage
Laser pistol+ electricity 4 3d+1s 30 clip 1.3(-10) 1.4K(+1) 2 2d+0 2 autofire, no recoil
Assault rifle 6mm bullet 4 5d+0 50 clip 5.0(-4) 5.6K(+5) 5 2d+2 2 2h, autoburst,scope
Heavy laser rifle+ electricity 6 5d+2s 50 clip 5.0(-4) 8.0K(+6) 4 2d+2 2 2h, autof., no recoil

Melee weapons (cut/stab)
name damage type length weight cost P armor hits notes
Combat knife strike+0 lethal short .4(-15) 30(-10) 2 1d+2 1 1h, throwable
Short sword strike+1 lethal medium 1.0(-11) 65(-8) 2 1d+2 2 1h
Longsword strike+2 lethal long 1.6(-9) 250(-4) 2 2d+0 2 1h
Greatsword strike+4 lethal long 3.0(-6) 700(-1) 2 2d+2 2 2h, -1 initiative

Melee weapons (cut/chop)
name damage type length weight cost P armor hits notes
Hand axe strike+1 lethal medium .8(-12) 125(-6) 2 1d+2 2 1h, throwable
Battle axe strike+3 lethal medium 2.0(-8) 350(-3) 2 2d+1 2 1h, -2 initiative
Poleaxe strike+4 lethal very long 3.0(-6) 500(-2) 2 2d+2 2 2h, -3 initiative

Melee weapons (crush/blunt)
name damage type length weight cost P armor hits notes
Brass knuckles strike+1 half-lethal short .3(-16) 30(-10) 2 1d+2 1 1h
Riot baton strike+2 half-lethal medum .6(-13) 90(-7) 2 1d+2 1 1h
Club strike+3 half-lethal medium 1.6(-9) 125(-6) 2 2d+0 2 1h, -2 initiative
War hammer strike+2 lethal medium 1.0(-11) 175(-5) 2 1d+2 2 1h, -1 initiative
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Primitive Era personal armor
name armor type covers weight cost P notes
Padded cloth+ 0d+2 flexible whole body 5.0(-4) 250(-4) 4 worn over or under clothing or armor

torso(9-12) 2.0(-8) 125(-6) 1
head(5-6) .8(-12) 45(-9) 1

Hardened leather+ 1d+0 rigid whole body 13.0(+0) 500(-2) 4 worn over clothing
torso(9-12) 5.0(-4) 250(-4) 1
head(4-6) 2.5(-7) 125(-6) 1

Scale armor+ 1d+2 rigid whole body 16.0(+1) 1.4k(+1) 5 worn over clothing
torso(9-12) 6.0(-3) 500(-2) 1
head(4-6) 3.0(-6) 250(-4) 1

Mail armor+ 2d+0 flexible whole body 32(+4) 2.8K(+3) 5 worn over or under clothing or armor
torso(9-12) 13.0(+0) 1.0K(+0) 1
head(4-6) 6.0(-3) 500(-2) 1

Small shield(6 hits)+ 1d+1 rigid any 4.0(-5) 250(-4) 1 +2 on defensive melee skill use
Large shield(8 hits)+ 1d+2 rigid any 6.0(-3) 350(-3) 1 +4 on defensive melee skill use

Basic Era personal armor
name armor type covers weight cost P notes
Plate armor 2d+1 rigid whole body 25(+3) 2.8K(+3) 4 worn over clothing

torso(9-12) 10.0(-1) 1.0K(+0) 1
head(3-6) 5.0(-4) 500(-2) 1 -1d reduced visibility if using eyeslits

Industrial Era personal armor
name armor type covers weight cost P notes
Plate armor- 2d+1 rigid torso(9-12) 10.0(-1) 500(-2) 2 appropriate vs. early Industrial Era

or earlier firearms
Silk vest 2d+0 flexible chest/abd.(10-11) 1.0(-11) 350(-3) 1 appropriate vs. mid-Industrial Era

or earlier firearms

Atomic Era personal armor
name armor type covers weight cost P notes
Fragmentation vest- 2d+1 rigid torso(9-12) 3.0(-6) 175(-5) 1 worn over clothing
Riot armor- 3d+1 rigid whole body 8.0(-2) 1.0K(+0) 2 worn over clothing, -2d vs. firearms
Riot shield(6 hits)- 3d+2 rigid any 3.0(-6) 175(-5) 1 +4 on defensive melee skill use, -2d

vs. firearms
Anti-stab vest 3d+0 flexible chest/abd.(10-11) 1.3(-10) 500(-2) 1 worn under clothing, -2d vs. firearms
Level 2 vest 3d+0 flexible chest/abd.(10-11) 1.3(-10) 500(-2) 1 worn under clothing, -2d vs. melee
Level 3A vest 3d+2 flexible chest/abd.(10-11) 2.0(-8) 1.0K(+0) 2 worn over or under clothing, 

-2d vs. melee
Level 4 vest 4d+2 rigid torso(9-12) 8.0(-2) 2.0K(+2) 3 worn over clothing, hardened
Steel helmet- 2d+1 rigid head(5-6) 1.3(-10) 65(-8) 1 worn over clothing
Kevlar helmet 3d+2 rigid head(5-6) 1.6(-9) 175(-5) 1 worn over clothing

Post-Atomic Era personal armor
name armor type covers weight cost P notes
Combat helmet 4d+2 rigid head(3-6) 1.3(-10) 2.0K(+2) 3 hardened, includes radio and heads-up 

anti-blinding and night vision display
Combat vest 5d+0 rigid torso(9-12) 6.0(-3) 1.4K(+1) 1 hardened, worn over clothing
Combat inf. suit(20) 5d+2 rigid whole body 20.0(+2) 32K(+10) 4 hardened, gives +3 to Strength and

negates its own weight if powered,
uses 60 power per hour
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Charlie
3d+0 pistol skill, pistol with 2d+2 damage, an 

Accuracy of 1 and 8 shots, 1 extra clip (reload 
in +4 time)

2d+0 body armor on locations 9, 10, 11 and 12
(ignore the blunt trauma rule for now)

Will roll of 3d+0, Toughness of 3
Health roll of 2d+2
walk/run/sprint of 4/6/8
14 hits, breaks at 1(-0d),5(-1d), 9(-2d) & 13(-3d)

Daniel
3d+0 pistol skill, pistol with 2d+2 damage, an 

Accuracy of 1 and 8 shots, 1 extra clip (reload in 
+4 time)

Will roll of 3d+0, Toughness of 3
Health roll of 3d+0
walk/run/sprint of 5/7/9
17 hits, breaks at 1(-0d),6(-1d), 11(-2d) & 16(-3d)

For all skills or attributes not listed, assume
they have rolls of 2d+1.

Warehouse
Two person-sized doors, closed. These take +4 in
turn mod to open and go through, and will stay
open or closed unless you choose otherwise. The
vehicle-sized door is closed and cannot be opened.
All the items on the floor of the warehouse are 
partial cover. If you do not do a called shot to aim
at an exposed part, a standing person is protected
on locations 12 through 18. If you are hit and part
of you is protected by an object, you get the value
in the object as armor. If you are already armored
or damage goes through multiple objects, the
smaller of them is halved, rounding down (3d 
goes to 1d+1, 2d to 1d, 1d to 0d+1).

Once you get to it, the car takes a turn mod of +8
to open it, get in, start it and drive it through the
large door or the wall for dramatic effect (and
crushing anyone in its path), or to just get away
from the scene before the authorities show up.
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SAMPLE COMBAT
To give you a feel for actually using
the EABA v2 system, here is a small
setting and a combat example. A
common trope in any setting is the ‘deal gone
wrong’, where someone shady is trying to
trade with or buy from someone equally shady.
Something goes wrong, both sides decide the
other is trying to betray them. Hilarity ensues.

So, go to the map that is the very last page of
the quickstart rules. FYI, clicking on the EABA
logo on the map will toggle it to two other
states if you are using Acrobat Reader. But,
the default map is our seedy warehouse. We
have four ‘adventurers’, which we are only
going to give minimal stats for, just sufficient
for combat purposes.

Remember that a person’s movement is a 
distance level, not a number of hexes or
meters. This is important because each +2 in
turn mod you apply to movement level doubles
the actual distance in meters.

level +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
meters 1 1.4 2 3 4 6 8 11

Able
3d+2 pistol skill, pistol with 2d+1 damage, an 

Accuracy of 1 and 15 shots, 1 extra clip (reload 
in +4 time)

Will roll of 2d+2, Toughness of 2
Health roll of 2d+1
walk/run/sprint of 4/6/8
maximum dodge of 4
14 hits, breaks at 1(-0d),5(-1d), 9(-2d) & 13(-3d)

Baker
4d+1 pistol skill, pistol with 3d+0 damage, an 

Accuracy of 2 and 6 shots (revolver), 2 sets of 
extra ammunition (reload in +8 time)

Will roll of 2d+2, Toughness of 2
Health roll of 2d+1
maximum dodge of 6
walk/run/sprint of 4/6/8
14 hits, breaks at 1(-0d),5(-1d), 9(-2d) & 13(-3d)



People with revolvers that only have 6 shots can
only use +5 of their turn mod on a single action,
after which they are out of ammunition and have 
to reload, which they would not have time to do 
on this turn (revolvers usually take 15 seconds to
reload).

Everyone starts the turn crouched behind cover so
that they cannot be seen, but has no held action.

thoughts: The turn is 8 seconds long. That’s
enough time to do quite a bit, but not enough to
make a break for the car and leave (though you
could make it to the door and go outside). People
with revolvers might consider aiming to decrease
the difficulty for range rather than spending a lot of
turn mod (and a lot of bullets). People with lower
skills and higher clip capacity might just want to
blaze away and hope to get a hit. Because the turn
is longer and there is more turn mod to play with,
you might do actions in sequence of initiative and
then repeat. So, you might pop up from cover and
shoot minor+major action, but not be able to duck
back down (another minor action) until everyone
else has done a first action.

turn 7 (turn mod +12, quantity mod is x60)
This means that everyone has a +12 that they can
spread around however they want on actions or
movement and that any action using consumables
like bullets uses a number of them appropriate to
the turn mod used. In this case, the turn is long
enough that everyone is limited by their ammo
capacity, but they also have enough time to reload
and shoot again and run out of bullets.

Everyone starts the turn crouched behind cover so
that they cannot be seen and is holding action,
ready to shoot anyone who comes into view on
either side of their cover.

thoughts: The turn is 1 minute long. This is more
than enough time to resolve the encounter. People
can make a break for the car, empty their weapons,
reload and empty them again, move as far as they
want, and so on. Think about how the altered turn
scale adjusts your actions even with nearly identical
setup positions in all three cases.

Combat examples
To let you test things out, especially the expanding
turn scale, we propose you try the following:

turn 2 (turn mod +2, quantity mod is x2)
This means that everyone has a +2 that they can
spread around however they want on actions or
movement and that any action using consumables
like bullets uses a number of them appropriate to
the turn mod used. In this case, using +2 of your
turn mod on one firing action means you are firing
2 shots.

Set people up, standing at locations A1 through D1.
A and C are together, B and D are together.

Everyone decides their initiative, remembering that
anything they declare is going to be a penalty on all
their rolls. If you are going to be dodging, you
decide at this time how much of your maximum
you will use. Since you cannot really dodge bullets,
you cannot dodge a particular attack and the effect
you get is halved (round up). So you can declare a
dodge of 1 to give everyone +1 difficulty to hit you
at the cost of a -1 on all your rolls. If you dodge
any amount, your movement distance level drops
by 2. Crouched moves would be another -2.

People act in order of initiative, ties deciding actions
simultaneously. People acting first can ‘hold action’
to wait for something specific to happen, and get to
act immediately when it does. 

thoughts: The turn is only 2 seconds long, so
there is not time to do a lot. You can move, duck
behind cover or fire a few shots. Do you try hard to
go first, or do a low initiative and risk getting shot?

turn 4 (turn mod +6, quantity mod is x8)
This means that everyone has a +6 that they can
spread around however they want on actions or
movement and that any action using consumables
like bullets uses a number of them appropriate to
the turn mod used. In this case, using +2 of your
turn mod on one firing action means you are firing
2 shots in hopes of getting 1 hit, but using the full
+6 on one action means you are firing 8 shots. 
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Verne: Not your grandfather’s steampunk.
A setting that starts off in the real world of
1869CE and gradually introduces every 
element of Victorian science fiction into a 
single storyline, encompassing the works of
H.G. Wells, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Arthur
Conan Doyle and others, done with an eye to
actual Victorian politics and social beliefs,
allowing you to make it as idealized or as
darkly realistic as you want. The Martians are
coming, but that is the least of your worries...

Ythrek: Those who cannot remember the past
are doomed to repeat it. But what if the past
was so devastating that there were not 
enough survivors to remember it properly? 
In the distant past, the civilizations of Ythrek
were wrecked by a disaster that left only one
in a million alive and blasted the world into an
irregular orbit of searingly hot summers and
nearly unsurvivable winters. Since then, the
scattered survivors have rebuilt their ruined
world and formed new alliances and new
empires. But signs and omens of impending
distaster are there for those who care to look.
Something far more important than petty
mundane squabbles is on the horizon. Can the
renewed arts of technology and magic prevent
a new tragedy that none will survive? Or are
they going to be the cause of it?

NeoTerra: Cyberpunk done new. What would
the world be like if everything you needed
could be made on-demand, the energy to do it
was virtually free, and AI’s were smart enough
to manage the details? What purpose would
humanity serve, who would govern it, and
what would be the rules? NeoTerra answers
these questions and asks a whole lot more. It
is a world where the adventurers are by their
very nature, the people who could make a 
difference on a global scale. Of course, the
same can be said of everyone who would
oppose them...
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WANT MORE?
Interested in more? EABA v2 is a 
role-playing toolbox, with about a 
hundred pages of core rules, and about 
twice that in ‘stuff you might eventually
need’ in one volume, with the same computer-
friendly bits you have found in the quickstart
version.

In addition, EABA has an open license allowing
anyone to publish for the system, and an
increasing number of available supplements.
Here’s a few of the EABA gameworlds 
published or in development:

Aethos: Hard SF meets mythology. A millennia
ago, the impossibly powerful Aeth abducted
millions of humans and vast swaths of terrain
and transplanted them onto their giant mobile
world, and then left us to fend for ourselves
among the many other races they had done
this to in the past. A new human myth cycle
has evolved, with fear and appeasement and
hatred of these unknowable landlords. Now,
their world is approaching a new star system,
and the fragile human-alien alliances are being
put to the test...

CORPS: Conspiracies done right. The world is
not only stranger than you know, it is stranger
than you can know. All the tropes woven into
one globe- and centuries-spanning fabric of
scary but internally consistent quasi-reality. 
We could tell you more, but you wouldn’t
understand...

Eschaton: What if superheroes just happened?
Superhero comics tend to have a long history
of supers, but what would the world look like if
millions of people got the powers overnight?
And all of them knew why they got the 
powers, but none of them could tell you?

Eschaton is a different take on supers, a bit
more down-to-earth and gritty, a realistic
assessment of how super-powers and modern
politics would work. Not for the cheerfully
naive four-color crowd...
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